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This site is not available in your country Halloween is our favorite holiday!  It's an excuse to make cat suits and edible eyeballs, cut jack-o-lanterns, and build a model of guillotine or motion activated bats.  Is this one holiday where everyone agrees that doing it yourself is better, so what do you do, baking or creating to celebrate?  The
world must know! This year we join the people at SINGER, Dremel, Ponoko, Monkeylectric, and Photojojo to bring you the best Halloween contest ever.  Show us what delightfully scary things you can do, and win the tools to create something even more amazing!  Each winner will also receive the Instructables Prize Pack: a one-year Pro
membership, and an Instructables Robot T-shirt, patch, and stickers. You don't have to choose a category. Our judges will choose the most appropriate among costumes, gadgets and Gizmos, jewelry, food, green, and slideshow categories.  Every Halloween themed Instructable posted since November 10, 2008 is eligible.  Just click here,
enter a previously published project. Several entries are allowed.  Limit one prize per participant. International records are allowed. So get to him!  Put your imagination and skills to good use makes the world a creepier place.  We can't wait to see what you'll do! The Halloween contest is closed. Maryland GovPics/CC-BY-2.0 Some criteria
for a Halloween costume contest may include creativity and how unique the costume is, along with how believable and realistic the costume looks. Often a person dressed in a suit also gets into character to make the costume seem even more realistic. However, each Halloween costume contest can set its own criteria for judging. To win
a Halloween costume contest, it is often a good idea to make a costume rather than buy one. Sometimes, costume contests require costumes to be judged to be at least 50 percent homemade. Also, in-store costumes are available to everyone, and someone else in the competition may end up wearing the same. Creating a costume can
be done by combining clothing and accessories, adding makeup or wigs, or even sewing a costume from scratch. Many Halloween costume contests are highly competitive, and often the best way to be seen is to stand out. If possible, find out who won the competition last year. Do not imitate a human costume; instead, just get an idea of
what it takes to win this particular contest. Some online, Halloween costume contests are judged not only by the costume, but by the way the costume was created and the story of costume creation. Advertising - Continue reading below Advertising - Continue reading below Advertising - Continue reading below
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